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January-February
Milverton and North Deane Beat.
120 calls made to police over our Rural Area during this time period.
2 x ASB ( Anti- Social Behaviour ) St Michaels Church Milverton-PCSO Louise
Fyne has liaised and advised Helene Stainer –4TH January and The weekend of
18th/19th has been a problem...2 people, oldest male, tall, blonde curly hair, maybe 15/16 yrs old,
wearing shorts, plus one shorter person, covered by large hoodie, gender uncertain...hanging around
in the church on and off from 10.45am until we locked up at 6pm on Saturday. They left when people
were present and then kept returning. Much of their behaviour was just disconcerting or
antisocial...taking food and drink from foodbank, trying out the organ, eating sweets, littering,
snogging, some activities a risk to our insurance especially lighting candles and spreading wax,
lighting bits of paper, straw, pens etc. and breaking a lamp stand, hopefully accidental...but then
illegal behaviour...smoking in a public building. They also returned during the afternoon of Sunday.
Much of their behaviour resembled the problems on the 4th, 2 weeks earlier.

Please can any incident such as the ones you have mentioned be rung in to
101/999 as they are happening please.
Does anyone recognise the 2 people described?
My suggestion is you secure the Church when needed but please set up a CCTV
camera so we can get a picture I can I.D.
I am sure we will get to the bottom of this and with the Village Eyes and Ears as well
we will identify the culprits.
Can anyone with any information contact PCSO Louise Fyne personally.
I will alert colleagues for extra patrols
Sometime over the last week there has been some vandalism at Milverton School
where unknown person/persons have attempted to set fire to the floor of an outdoor
classroom. There is a burn mark and a hole to the floor.
PCSO Louise Fyne will be looking at this to see if linked to above incidents at the
church
1 Other report of ASB West Bagborough-Resident reporting Anti-Social Behaviour
from a neighbour
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